WJVintage
Nov 2021 Newsletter

Welcome to the November edition of the WJVintage newsletter.
At this time of year, the nights are drawing in rapidly and
Christmas is just around the corner. How quickly do the seasons
pass? It has been another fairly busy month for me, but I have to
say, dark clouds are again gathering as we are seeing new
restrictions aimed at slowing the spread of the new ’Omicron’
variant of Covid 19 which is the new ‘variant of concern’.
So how long will our freedom last? Who knows, but certainly
Covid hasn’t gone away, and we must all continue to take care.
In the meantime, I have been making the most of the current
situation with another trip to Sandown Park, a very enjoyable day
at the TCS Autumn event and a grand running day in Lowestoft
with Steve Smith and friends. See the ‘Out & About’ feature below
for a few more details.
On the product front delays are still affecting all our deliveries but
I am pleased to say that another batch of Mineral Wagons has just
arrived. First photos of the grey wagons are shown below in the
‘What’s New’ feature. I also have a few new loads from Graham
Lock which might make rather nice stocking fillers!
Full updates on all current projects are also given.
Thanks to all who sent their best wishes last month as the
business celebrated 10 years. It has been a real trip down
memory lane writing about the history of all we have produced todate. I have also included a short explanation of why ‘WJ Vintage’
was chosen as the name. A customer specifically asked so I
thought I would oblige. See below for the full article.
Please continue to stay safe and …
Keep Enjoying Your Trains
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A Brief History

Following on from last month’s look at my first five years in business,
culminating in a very successful anniversary running day in my home
village of Kings Cliffe (see photo above), this month I will run as briefly as
I can through the busy second five years to bring the story up to date.

So, what have I done over the past ten years?
Part 2 – 2017 to 2021
Following almost exactly one year after the very popular PO colliery coal
wagons, the first release of 2017 was a really colourful range of PO coal
merchant wagons. I think these probably rank as my favourites of all the
7-Plank PO wagons we have produced to-date. Not only were they bright
and colourful, in the true tradition of tinplate toys, but again the quality
was top notch and having two different running numbers for each style
meant that rakes could be more realistic.

Some, like the Woods above, were a definite nod (livery-wise) to the old
LMC PO wagons of the past and were virtually sold out before they had
arrived in stock. Across the board they proved extremely popular, and it
was hugely disappointing when ETS informed us that the company
responsible for the superb, printed sheets of tinplate used for these
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wagons, was no longer going to be able to supply them in the future.
That’s why there have been no more since (and is in part why my 10th
anniversary wagon is late as new suppliers grapple with the quality
requirements we have stipulated).

Fortunately, the six-wheel tank wagon is made by a different process and
so we were able to launch a pair of milk tank wagons later in the year.
Launched in the authentic liveries of West Park Dairies and Independent
Milk Supplies (IMS), these also proved extremely popular, and these days
rarely seem to come up for sale on the second-hand market.

2018 was a busy and exciting year in terms of product releases. The
spring saw the arrival of the first of a range of Bogie Bolster Wagons –
with the BR version being a very definite nod to the Hornby Dublo version
of the past. There were 6 variants in total covering the Big Four, BR and
WD. ETS made a lovely job of these, particularly the bolsters which were
inset with small magnets so they fixed firmly to the tinplate floor of the
wagons.

The highlight of 2018 for me was without doubt the beautiful Adams
Radial Tank Engine. The Pea Green LSWR scheme for me is the epitome
of Victorian design elegance, where the livery and the loco design look
like they were made for one another and just really work.
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The Adams Radial has been a great success for us, and my stock is now
nearly all sold. One variant worthy of note is the last one issued,
WJV01106 in East Kent Railway livery. This was actually a 2019 release
and came about after the main production when ETS advised that they
had sufficient parts over to produce just six more locos. With such a short
production run they disappeared almost before they arrived, and they are
now quite sought after.
In August of 2018 we launched the first of a series of 4 United Dairies 6Wheel Tank Wagon designs, one for each of the big four.

These again proved very popular, and it is rare to see them offered for
sale.
Between Christmas and New Year’s Eve, 2018, we received a first batch
of a new range of Bogie Brick Wagons. The initial deliveries were of GNR
and NE versions but over the course of the first half of 2019, these rolled
out in liveries of BR, NE Sulphate, CR, LMS and GWR, along with brick,
coal and Sulphate bag loads to suit.
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Although beautifully produced, I have to say these were not our fastest
ever sellers and in fact I do still have one or two left in stock of most
liveries.
The spring of 2019 saw the release of the little Sentinel 0-4-0 Shunter. I
have always liked the quirkiness of these steam shunters and the fact
that they were used by all the big four (although mainly by the LNER)
meant we had plenty of livery scope. Sadly, although I can find it
documented that they were at least trialled, I have never (to-date) found
any information on a Southern Sentinel, so we have ignored this livery for
the time being. Let’s face it, there were plenty of other schemes to cover,
and cover them we did!

It was also during the spring of 2019 that we first teamed up with
Graham Lock to offer a range of his lovely white metal cast figures
followed by various paper wrapped wood loads. These gave us a useful
accessory range at the lower end of the price scale but a top-quality
product.

Our second loco release of 2019 arrived just in time for Christmas and
was the widely used Hunslet Austerity/LNER J94. I rather like Saddle
Tanks. I had previously worked on the Bassett-Lowke Peckett 0-4-0
Industrial Saddle Tank during my time at Corgi, so this was almost like an
oversized Peckett to me.
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The contrast in schemes is also interesting with the austere black being
countered by some beautifully coloured Private Owner locos. I think it
looks very nice in all schemes.

Little did we know at the start of 2020 what we were about to experience
as the world faced the challenges of Coronavirus. Thankfully, initially at
least, product development continued despite lockdown.
From April to June, we managed to release no fewer than three tank
wagons, one 4-wheeler WD and two 6-wheeler milk tanks.

Once again, all three proved very popular and sold out very quickly.
The next development proved equally popular. Many of you will be aware
that I have wanted to develop a Toad Brake Van for some time. It has
always proved to be financially challenging, but we were lucky in that ETS
were able to offer the already tooled 20 Ton NE style 20 Ton brake van,
which suited a number of new, authentic liveries.
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With Christmas 2020 approaching I was able to source a very nice range
of 1:43 diecast trucks from Dan Toys. These are all reproductions of old
Dinky castings, and they gave us a bright and colourful range of various
styles of Guy trucks at nice ‘Christmas Present’ prices. I have held back
the unsold balance of these and they are again featured in this very
newsletter with Christmas once again approaching.

By 2021, sadly delays were starting to kick in due Coronavirus
restrictions. That said we have still managed to deliver a full range of Well
Wagons, with six liveries being LNER, LMS, SR, GWR, BR and WD.
The Tar Wagons, whilst late, have seen three of the six liveries delivered
to-date and the new Mineral Wagons are also arriving as I type.
No need for too many details on these, as all are featured later in the
newsletter.
The much heralded and eagerly awaited GNR Atlantic was supposed to
arrive in 2021 but has now moved back into 2022.

So, there we have it– the first ten years of WJVintage in a nutshell!
There is just one further question to address.

Why WJVintage?

When Hornby Hobbies decided to close the old Corgi (and Bassett-Lowke)
office in Leicester, making the last of the long-standing Corgi personnel
redundant, I began talking to Gustav Taus at ETS, and he put the idea of
entering the Model Railway market into my head. I tentatively approached
Hornby to sound them out on selling the Bassett-Lowke name to me.
They had already made it clear that they did not want to develop the
brand beyond the commitments already inherited from Corgi. However,
they did not at that time want to sell the name either. They suggested
instead that I might license the brand from them. To cut a long story
short, I did not feel this would work financially as the margins in this
business are just too tight to give away a significant percentage. Instead,
I continued to talk to ETS and managed to cut a deal with Gustav on
some items in his range that were broadly British outline. I may not have
been able to use the name Bassett-Lowke, but decided instead to name
my business with a nod to the great man himself – Wenman Joseph (or
WJ) Bassett-Lowke and so WJVintage was born!
The rest, as they say, is history.
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Out & About

TCS Autumn Meet, Trinity Methodist Church Hall,
Leicester Saturday Nov 6th 2021

I went to this event with few expectations as I had heard the
previous one in Sept was pleasant but quiet. This one turned out
to be considerably busier and it was a really good day with lots of
variety on display and trade-wise it was decent too.
What I did find was just how out of practice I have become at setting up
my tables and I was struggling to get properly set before the doors
opened. However, we got there in the end, and it was great to see so
many familiar faces, some for the first time in 20 plus months!
As most of you will be aware the TCS represents all scales of railway
modelling ‘Any Make, Any Gauge, Any Age’ and so I guess it shouldn’t
come as a great surprise that the show offers a great variety of layouts.
The Leicester venue is however quite compact, so it was great to see
every nook and cranny being used to good effect. My eye was naturally
drawn primarily to the O gauge, and I was lucky enough to be opposite a
superb layout by David and Peter Peasant.
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Their layouts are always crammed with no end of delights, not just trains
but the buildings, vehicles and figures are all are all superb and highly
collectable in their own right. Look at the garage and church (home
made) detail shot below, and you’ll see exactly what I mean.

Out in the foyer was a fine example of the variety that we see at TCS
events. Chairman Bryan Pentland had a most unusual layout featuring
Japanese tinplate O gauge. This featured pre-war Seki, Sakai and postwar KTM and Masudaya (TM Modern Toys).

Sadly, I missed the bullet train running but you can see it to the left of
the photo. I also loved the elevated section with its motorised bus and, of
course, I was really drawn to the magnificent array of biscuit tin buildings
that formed the backdrop to the entire layout. I am building my own
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collection of tin buildings, but I am nowhere near to this number of tins
(yet 😊)
Up on the stage Adam Draycott had a real mix of American outline that
featured everything from 0, Standard, G scale and 2'' gauge using MTH,
Williams, Bachmann and Lionel stock. As you might expect it was full of
bells and whistles (literally) and it certainly caught the attention of the
youngsters present.

I hope this has given a flavour of what really was a nice, relaxed and very
interesting show. Hopefully, next year will see the reinstatement of the
TCS summer show to add to this autumnal Leicester event. I shall
certainly be signing up for both if they take place!

Another Running Day on the East Coast – Lowestoft,
Saturday 20th November, 2021
As soon as Covid restrictions were lifted sufficiently, Steve Smith
has been hosting regular running days for a select group of
invited friends. I consider myself very lucky and honoured to be
invited along to these.
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Of course, on this occasion I thought I was being clever in my
interpretation of the loose ‘Western’ theme by bringing along a US MTH
Rail King 0-8-0 Switcher. It was however pointed out that it has
‘Southern’ printed on the cab sides so not that appropriate after all. Oh
well, I tried!

Perfectly on theme, Les Martin brought along an Ace Trains Castle Class,
‘Caerphilly Castle’ which looked a picture in BR early crest lined green,
but sadly didn’t run quite as well, at least not initially. After much
stuttering and jolting, followed by just as much track and wheel cleaning,
it did improve and looked really good once running properly. The strange
thing was, other locos ran very well on the same track without all the
cleaning/fettling.

Another great looking western region loco that Les also brought along was
his Large Prairie in BR late crest lined green livery. I have to say, the ETS
locos made for Ace, like the Prairie do seem to be extremely reliable and
this one ran smoothly all day.
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It wasn’t all about Ace and it wasn’t all focussed on Western region, and
we also saw some lovely products from other brands – like WJVintage for
example
Some of the recently launched Tar Wagons were quickly put
to work on this military train from the LMR.

Bassett Lowke also got a look in with the workmanlike Peckett Saddle
Tank ‘Joseph’ working alongside an old Hornby crane.

Steve is also (rightfully) proud of his A4 collection, and his latest
acquisition is a Seven Mill Models ‘Union of South Africa’ in the gorgeous
early LNER Garter Blue scheme.
Hauling a rake of Gresley teak coaches it looked quite superb and later in
the day it posed in the station with the room lights off and the platform
and coach interior lights on to give some lovely atmospheric photo
opportunities (see header photo to this newsletter).
Of course, the real reason for visiting Steve has nothing to do with trains
– its all about the lunchtime Fish and Chips. This time, on Steve’s
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recommendation I went for Haddock rather than Cod and I have to say, it
was better than ever! You just can’t beat good old Fish and Chips,
especially when you are on the east coast. Thanks, Steve for another
great day!

‘What a Picture,
What a Photograph!’
Something a little different this month and I suppose really it a couple of
scans rather that photographs but let’s not get hung up on technicalities!

Jonathan Hurst has a keen interest in Art Deco graphics and as, a result
collects quite a few pre-war magazines. In this case the Bassett-Lowke
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Trix Twin (OO) advertisement is from the ‘Boys Own’ paper of June 1939,
so literally just a few months before the Second World War started.

The Marklin advertisement is even earlier, coming from a French
magazine called ‘L’Illustration’ and is dated 19th November 1932, so right
in the depths of the Great Depression.
It just serves to show that, what today is considered a rather niche,
enthusiast market, was once very mainstream and high profile.
Some lovely nostalgic images there Jonathan and thank you so much for
sharing them with us. If you ever come across any more, do please
forward them.

Customer Corner
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This feature has been a little quiet of late, so it was nice to receive some
great photos from Brian Alderman of his outdoor layout. It may be dull,
dark and cold out there at the moment, but in a few weeks’ time we will
be beyond the shortest day and spring will be upon us in no time (he says
optimistically). We can then look forward to dusting down those outdoor
layouts as they are pressed into service once again.
Brian’s garden layout stretches to around 150ft long and features a
superb 60ft viaduct, as well as Titfield Junction and Monkton Combe
Terminus (aka the Lean-To/Shed).
The view below shows Titfield Junction and below that the control panel
for the motorised points.
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Above are a couple of views of the viaduct and below is a cross country
section of the layout (left) and (right) the view of the viaduct from
Monkton Combe Terminus (aka the lean to/shed).

It certainly is a large and impressive layout and must be real fun to
operate. We don’t want to wish out lives away but roll-on spring and
summer with the (hopefully) warmer sunnier weather and balmy long
evenings! Thanks so much Brian for the photos and for making us all
envious as we hunker down following storm Arwen – our first of the
winter!

What’s New
Last month I was a little remiss and forgot to update the progress on one
or two projects. Hopefully this month I have put that right with reports on
everything I can think of that is currently in development/production.

Mineral Wagons Update

As reported last month, I am delighted to announce that the Mineral
Wagons have finally started to arrive!
I now have all the Bauxite versions and I have just taken delivery of two
running numbers of the grey versions. Some customers will now be able
to receive their orders but anyone who has ordered more than two grey
wagons (which is quite a few of you), I’m afraid will have to wait just a
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little longer. I have contacted ETS to get a delivery estimate on the final
grey versions but have not yet heard back.

These fabulous new wagons incorporate several firsts for WJVintage
1) The bodies are resin cast on a metal frame in order to keep the
weight down. They still have a very solid feel but are also very
‘haulable’.
2) They incorporate a brand new three-hole disk wheel for authenticity
3) They also come as standard with the new shorter and less obtrusive
droplink coupling.
4) These wagons have been developed in collaboration with Michael
Foster and will be available exclusively through WJVintage
Prices for these mineral wagons are £39.95 each for a single wagon and
£150.00 for a set of 4 wagons, both plus P&P.
Coal loads will be available imminently and will be priced at £4.50 each
plus P&P (slightly cheaper than originally suggested!).
These make a great finishing touch, don’t you think?

The Ivatt GNR/LNER C1 Class 4-4-2 Atlantic Update
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Once again, there isn’t much to update on the Atlantic this month. I do
still have both LNER and the British Railways liveries available and if you
would like to reserve one, please get in touch asap.
Meanwhile here is a list of stock still remaining
GNR – SOLD OUT
LNER early saturated – 4 pieces
LNER later superheated – 10 pieces
BR – 5 pieces
Please don’t leave it too long if you are contemplating one of these lovely
locos – get your pre-order in now to secure (no deposit required).
All Atlantics are £695.00 plus P&P
Estimated first deliveries from 1st quarter 2022

Sheffield Tram

It has certainly been a while since I updated you on the exclusive
Sheffield tram. The good news is that the artwork is signed off, printing is
underway and ETS are planning to ship just before Christmas (fingers
crossed!).

The tram operates from a standard 12-volt DC power source and is
designed for 2-rail use on the ETS tram track system (or standard O
gauge 2-rail track). By the way, as a UK distributor for ETS I can get all of
the tram track, power units etc. Let me know if this is of interest as well.
I will be in touch with everyone that has ordered as quickly as I can so we
can try to get them out to you for Christmas. I will have a batch of 15
pieces arriving and 12 are pre-sold so just 3 pieces are up for grabs. They
are priced at £154.00 plus P&P. Let me know asap if you would like one.

WJVintage 10th Anniversary Commemorative PO 7-Plank
Wagon
Following the disappointing news that these ‘sold-out’ wagons had been
rejected due to a quality control issue I am delighted to report that they
are now back in production. Delivery sadly will not however be before
Christmas which is disappointing BUT my emphasis has always been on
getting the quality right, so I/we have to accept that this has come at the
expense of a considerable delay.
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SOLD OUT
Thanks all for your support, and patience, and I hope you will all be
delighted with these when they finally arrive. Watch this space for
delivery updates soon.
They are of course SOLD OUT, but ETS have promised to try to produce
a few more so any further enquiries are being added to a waiting list and
if they can send me some extras then I will release them to those on the
list. Finally, as a reminder, the price will be £39.99 each plus P&P.

Tar Tank Wagon Update

I am pleased to confirm that, after suffering parts delays from 3rd party
suppliers, ETS are now back in production of the Tar Wagons.
The WD livery is due to ship any day and it is planned to at least part ship
the ICI and GWR liveries just before Christmas.
ICI and WD are both sold out, but I do have 3 GWR wagons still available.

I also have 4 Shell/BP and 4 Smith & Forrest still available

They are all priced at £48.00 each plus P&P

New From Graham Lock
Graham has been busy again and has sent in details of a few new items
that would look great on a Well Wagon or on the back of a Dan Toys Guy
Flatbed from Dan Toys (note - large container is too long for flatbed).
WT Glover Range
WT Glover & Co. were probably the largest manufacturers of cables and
wire in the world in their day. They were taken over by Callendar in 1929,
and in 1945 became part of BICC.
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Prices as follows:
Large cable drum £15.00
Twin Cable Drum £25.00
Mobile Canteen £18.00
Large Container £15.00
All prices are plus P&P
BR Door to Door Container
As far as Graham is aware, no-one has ever produced a BR door to door
container for O Gauge so again this might be useful for a flat wagon as a
flatbed truck load. Price is £14.00 plus P&P

Dan Toys

The Dan Toys range of diecast Guy lorries proved a big hit last year just
before Christmas and so I am offering a very limited selection held over
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as potential stocking fillers this Christmas. With more than a passing
resemblance to Dinky Supertoys, these modern reproduction models are
produced to the very highest quality, giving collectors the opportunity to
own mint, vintage-looking toys for a fraction of the cost of an original.
Even the Dan Toys boxes bear a striking resemblance to the original
Dinky mid-1950s blue and white striped boxes.
The British Railways Van is a clear favourite and so I have now stocked up
on these. The current stock available is shown below. Please contact me
asap to secure any of these.

Dan 232 Dk Blue/Red flat with tailboard 1 only

Dan233 Green/Red flat with tailboard 1 only

Dan 236 – Guy Flat - Orange/Green 1 only

Dan 238 – Guy Flat – Wine/green 1 only

Dan 239 – Guy Flat – Dark/Pale green 1 only

Dan 241 – Guy Flat – Dk Blue/Red 1 only

Dan 245 – Guy 4 Ton Lorry – Red/Grey 1 only
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Dan 210 Guy Van Slumberland -1 only

Dan 269 – Guy Van – Beefy Oxo

Dan 270 – Guy Van – Brooke Bond Tea – 1 only

– 1 only

Dan 271 – Guy Van – British Railways – 6 in stock

All these Dan Toys models are produced at approx. 1:48th scale (US O
Gauge) so they are a little under scale for the UK. However, in practice, I
think they look just great, and they really are produced as a top-quality
item – just like the originals.
It is unlikely that I will be able to order any more of these so once this
batch is sold that will be it, I’m afraid
Dan Toys also produce a really nice Dinky branded model of the Guy Van
in the well-known Lyons Swiss Rolls livery. The original Dinky Supertoys
version is very sought after indeed and would cost several hundred
pounds in mint condition. The Dan Toys version, packed in a repro Dinky
box, is more expensive than the rest of the range at £49.99 plus P&P. I
have just two for these available
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Citybuilder Corner Supermarket

As many of you may be aware it has become no longer economically
viable to continue importing the super range of Citybuilder kits. It is a real
shame, but the Supermarket kit is a classic example of the problem.

I still have four of the Corner Supermarkets left in stock and I am offering
these at just £20.00 plus P&P to clear. This is below my cost price but
they are gathering dust and taking up space so they must go.
They are beautifully produced kits with superbly clear, full colour
instructions. All you need to complete is some card glue (PVA or similar)
and a sharp craft knife.
Please get in touch if you would like one – a great Christmas present at
this price!

The Alan Cliff Collection
The Alan Cliff Collection is about 2/3rds sold. There are however one or
two bargains still left. Below is the list of remaining items with one or two
reduced prices now highlighted. If any item is of interest just let me know
and I will send you a photo or two to assist your purchasing decision.
Item
No.
27
80
99
113
145
146
159
162
183
225
231
241
263
282
284
292
293

Description
Powell & Market San Francisco Tram
ETS 0-6-0 USA Tank Southern Railways
Spectrum United Traction Co Tram Car
Midland Rly 6 wheel clerestory coach
Ace LBSCR Coach Set
Ace CR Bogie Coach Set
WJV Colman's PO Wagon
Bernard Ridgely Colmans Van
Ace LNER Dynamometer Car (B Wright Overlay)
WJV GNR Bogie Brick Wagon
Ace Brake Van
ACE trains LNWR 6W full brake
Ace LNWR 3rd Brake 6-wheel van
Darstaed Suburban 3 piece coach set
Ace Metropolitan 3 piece EMU set
Darstaed 2 coach GER set (with horsebox missing)
Darstaed LBSCR 3-piece coach set
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Price £
Notes
65.00
325.00
65.00
35.00
200.00
200.00
30.00
40.00
195.00 Reduced
70.00
40.00
50.00
50.00
180.00
425.00 needs clean up
90.00
200.00

294
295
298
300
301
318
321
325
342
343
400
402
409
410
424
469
471
473
474
476
497
501
512
514
518
522
523
530
558
571
582
585
586
604

Darstaed GCR 4-piece coach set
Darstaed Metropolitan 3 piece coach set x 2
Darstaed GCR 3-piece coach set
Bachmann Brassworks unpainted tank wagon
IBI (Spain) Fyffes van
WJV WW1 Tank Wagon (57)
Ace Palethorpe's Van
Highfield LNWR Composite Coach
Darstaed 2-6-2 Great Western
WJV Sentinel 0-4-0 Shunter GWR
Highfield LNWR 1st/3rd Composite Coach
2 x Mr Cat litho LMS corridor coaches
British Railway Modelling (BRM) Van
Darstaed Rowntrees Van
CSD 8-wheel tender
LNER Gresley Corridor Brake
Darstaed Pullman 'Michela' Parlour
Darstead Horton Weetabix Van
Ace trains LMS Corridor Full Brake
Tony Blur PO Van
ETS Castrol Tank wagon (modified)
Darstaed Melrose Tea Van
Ace Trains 3 x LNWR Coach Set
Ace LMS 3rd Class
LMS 3F 0-6-0
Ace Met Pullman Parlour 'Mayflower'
Darstaed LT Brake 3rd 497
Sutcliffe 1938 Chris Craft Race Boat
ETS Terrier GWR Portishead
Darstaed 4 x FR Coach Set
Darstaed FR 6-wheel full brake
Rail King MTH Southern 0-8-0 Switcher
Corgi LMS Set
WJV LNER Sentinel 0-4-0 Y3 Shunter

200.00
400.00
200.00 Reduced
40.00
35.00
35.00
35.00
55.00
275.00 Reduced
235.00 Reduced
55.00
140.00
25.00
35.00
20.00
60.00
80.00
30.00
60.00
25.00
35.00
35.00
200.00
60.00
275.00
90.00
70.00
150.00 Almost mint boxed
250.00 Reduced
280.00
45.00
200.00
10.00
235.00 Reduced

The David Bates Collection
These superb models were first featured earlier this year. Just two items
from David Bates’ amazing radio control conversions remain unsold. They
are both fantastic looking locos and are shown below along with Youtube
links where you can see them in action.
Over time, David has refined the system that he uses, and on offer is the
very latest in 2.4ghz radio control, expertly adapted for use in coarse
scale O gauge locomotives. They are ideal for outdoor use but will of
course run just as happily indoors as well. They really are quite something
as I think you will agree when you read on.
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What’s on offer?
Well, David has converted all his locos to battery power, using state of
the art Lithium Polymer batteries for long run time. He has fitted sound
and smoke to most of the locos and each is fitted with a receiver, speed
controller and battery. For operation, you will also receive a transmitter,
programmable controller, battery charger, as well as full instructions – in
fact around £250.00 of radio equipment with each loco. They really are
‘ready to run’. What’s more, David has produced a video to accompany
each loco so you can see for yourselves exactly how realistically they
operate. He explains the features of each loco and the functions.
Here is the list of remaining locos:
No
1
2

Loco Name
A4 Bittern (Double Tender)
9F Evening Star

Make
Seven Mill Models
Ace Trains

Smoke
yes
Yes

Price
£950.00
£850.00

The models are pictured below and there is also a link to Youtube videos
where David explains the features and operation of each loco.
A4 Bittern

(Double Tender)

Seven Mill Models A4 Bittern - YouTube

9F Evening Star

Ace Trains O Gauge 9F Evening Star - YouTube

See us at Shows
The Covid 19 Omicron variant is the fast-spreading new concern as we go
to press. In the UK, mask wearing is to be reintroduced in shops and on
public transport. I can well envisage that this might soon be widened to
other crowded indoor events with the potential to disrupt our shows and
meetings. However, for the time being we can only speculate as to how
things might pan out as the scientists try to learn more about the new
variant. We can only wait and react according to whatever instructions we
are given so everything is subject to change at short notice and I would
suggest checking in advance of any travel.
Subject to confirmation, below are our forthcoming shows:
Saturday December 18th – Bassett-Lowke Society Running Day
Cowper Arms, Station Road, Digswell, Hertfordshire, AL6 0EA
10:00am to 3:00pm
Tuesday Jan 25th 2022 – HRCA Cambridge Group
Fulbourn Village Library, The Swifts, Haggis Gap, Fulbourn CB21 5HD
5:30pm to 9:00pm
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Saturday February 26th 2022 - Sandown Park (Barry Potter Fairs)
Sandown Exhibition Centre, Sandown Park Racecourse, Portsmouth Road,
Esher, Surrey, KT10 9AJ - 10:30am to 3:00pm
Saturday Mar 26th 2022 - Bassett-Lowke Society Running Day,
Digswell
NOTE – PROVISIONAL DATE SUBJECT TO CONFIRMATION
The Cowper Arms, 31 Station Road, Digswell, Welwyn, Herts, AL6 0EA –
10:30am to 3:30pm
Please note The Cowper Arms is next to Welwyn North Station

Saturday Apr 2nd – Beckenham Vintage Toy Train Show
St John’s Church, Eden Park Avenue, Beckenham, Kent BR3 3JN - 10am
to 5pm – 10 working layouts, trade stands and light refreshments

Don’t forget to like our WJVintage Facebook Page
With over 500 Facebook ‘likes’, the WJVintage page is almost as popular as
this newsletter! That said, many subscribers on Facebook are associates,
friends and family with a passing interest in what I get up to – so not my
key target audience.
However, it keeps growing and all the latest news
is often seen on Facebook before it appears in the newsletter as updates
can be done instantly rather than monthly. If you are a member of
Facebook, why not look us up and give us a ‘like’?

Plus, we also now have a ‘YouTube’ Channel!
I have to confess, after a good start, the channel has been quiet for a while
but I am pleased to say that a new video of the Atlantic running has now
been posted.
I am hoping that this will be the first of many and that the videos will be
able to recommence on a more regular basis over the coming weeks. I am
working with my son to produce and post another video update over the
coming weeks - I’ll keep you updated.

Ordering from WJVintage is Easy
Online
Please use the WJVintage website as a shop window and then place your
order by using the dropdown menu on each product page to select and
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submit the item you wish to purchase. This automatically sends me your
details and I will be in touch to confirm your requirements and take
payment. Alternatively select what you want and then give me a call or email
me. Whichever method you use I will get back to you asap and I can confirm
stock, particularly for highly limited items, and postage options. Please see
below for full contact details.
Credit Card
We have a credit/debit card facility, so you can telephone and place your
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand
when calling.
Cheque
If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just
download the order form from our website and complete your
requirements. Then make a cheque out for the total and post both order
form and cheque to us at the address shown. Please make cheques
payable to WJVintage.
Email
Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then
be made either by card, PayPal, direct bank transfer or cheque. Please
note our email address is: wjvintage@outlook.com
BACS
A growing number of customers are now choosing to send money direct to
my account by BACS transfer. If you would like to use this method, please
contact me and I will send you my bank account details.

Stay Safe Everyone!

Paul
WJVintage

*********
Tel: 07711 092497
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